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Brand Manager is a web-based 
modern intranet solution for 
delivering business agility.

In an agile business, departments 
no longer operate as silos. 
Information is more frequently 
shared, strategic thinking 
is encouraged beyond the 
boardroom, new technology is 
embraced and there is a better 
understanding of brand value.
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The Modern Intranet

The mobile workforce is here to stay which is why company 
Intranets are going through a dramatic change. 

The modern intranet is now web-based so that content can 
be viewed across all mobile devices in and out of the office 
environment. 

With our Brand Manager tool you can produce a visually 
engaging modern intranet in a fraction of the time and costs 
associated with the intranet models of the past.

For companies who wish to embrace 
the concept of business agility, 
delivering information through 
mobile devices is a must.
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Adapting to the needs of 
the mobile workforce. 
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Brand Manager

Fact Finder
Fact Finder acts as a signpost to all areas of your 
company communications.

Survey Builder
Survey Builder allows you to create questionnaires 
to help you better understand employee and client 
requirements. 

Notice Board
Notice Board is a notification system that helps you 
to keep everyone informed of company activities 
throughout the year.

Brand Toolbox
Brand Toolbox gives you immediate access to all of your 
master artwork and sales tools.
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The digital workplace 
delivers a lifeline for 
companies competing 
against the very best.

Brand Manager helps IT Managers 
control current and future uses of 
digital tools within the workplace.
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Does this Sound Familiar?

Why is it so difficult to find the right presentation?

Keeping our employees up to date on all company news 
can be quite time-consuming.

It can be frustrating when company policy is not 
followed.

Reminding everyone about following procedures seems 
to be a daily battle.

Confusion around a client’s requirements can create 
unwanted challenges. 

Being away from my desk means I can’t access the 
information I need.

Using Brand Manager will make 
awkward “can you remind me” 
questions a thing of the past.
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Unlike people, 
technology never
gets frustrated. 
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No Change to How You Work

Brand Manager does not take up any time in your busy 
day-to-day schedules.

It’s a Modern Intranet solution that uses pre-set 
templates and engaging imagery to help busy managers 
remove themselves from being the ‘go-to’ supplier of 
basic information.

By linking to editable content on One Drive or Google 
Drive, Brand Manager will automatically update 
your operational information. And as your drives 
become fragmented and more difficult to navigate, 
Brand Manager will remain clear and precise with the 
information it delivers 24/7.

Brand Manager provides a universal 
platform for managers to deliver 
performance-critical messages from.
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IT, HR, Sales and 
Marketing departments 
are better connected 
in The Agile Business 
model.
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Boosted Performance

Agility by its very definition implies speed and 
adaptability. But it also suggests control and dexterity 
which is exactly the attributes required to compete in 
today’s increasingly competitive markets.

With Brand Manager’s low-cost modern intranet 
solution, value can be delivered from day one because 
the majority of the tools within Brand Manager do not 
need any user set-up.

Even the main intranet function comes with pre-set 
templated layouts, image suggestions and editable text 
based on our experience of structuring communications 
within the workplace.
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Brand Manager 
delivers a fast 
route to improved 
communications.

Once set-up, Brand Manager does 
not require your constant 
management - It does the 
management for you. 
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Ground Control

External investors, remote workers, busy managers and 
teams spread across different regions will all benefit from 
feeling more connected through Brand Manager. 

With remote working on the rise The Agile Business 
places a high priority on employee engagement 
regardless of distance. 

This avoids the dilution of two very important 
ingredients for future business success - brand loyalty 
and team spirit.

Brand Manager keeps everyone 
connected 24/7.
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Stay connected with 
your stakeholders at 
all times.
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Brand engagement is 
rocket fuel for the agile
company.
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Destination Points

There are many destination points in the lifecycle of 
a company and having a clear understanding of what 
these are and what the next destination will be is of 
great importance.

You may not reach the dizzy heights of success 
associated with globally recognised brands but there 
is plenty of evidence from research that suggests a 
strong link between productivity and brand loyalty in 
companies of all sizes.

But brand loyalty can’t be taken for granted or 
based purely on remuneration. It will most likely be 
determined by how effectively you communicate your 
message to your internal and external audiences.

Clear communications lead to better 
understanding. And in business, 
understanding is everything.
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“Brand Manager is our main platform for managing our 
employee communications, building unity in an expanding 
organisation and protecting brand identity - I am very 
pleased that we have adopted it”. 

David Moss
Business Manager, Metrol Technology

“Brand Manager has allowed us to bring various 
communication and reference platforms together into 
a single, simple-to-use and effective piece of software. 
Furthermore it has the convenience of being able to grant 
secure, remote access to offsite employees and regulatory 
bodies creating further efficiency - Very impressed!”

Paul Vavangas 
Director, Futura Investments 

“I find Brand Manager an excellent tool to organise, store 
and distribute corporate information. I use it every day”.

Scott Jones
Director of Communications, Oldendorff Carriers

Brand Manager has been 
developed by brand specialists 
the Art Department.

www.artdepartment.co.uk
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